
1309 Carling Ave	
Ottawa Ontario 	

K1Z 7L3	
Suite #7 	

Inside the Westgate Mall 	
1-613-799-3776	

SALT WAVE CLUB

HALOTHERAPY

WWW.SALTWAVE.CA

HOURS of OPERATION: 
Mon-Wed: 

10:00 am - 6:00 pm 
Thu-Fri: 

10:00 am - 9:00 pm 
Sat:  10:00 am - 6:00 pm 
Sun: 12:00 pm - 5:00 pm 

!

CALL TO BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

SALT WAVE CLUB

Ways of Selling 
In Person	
People to people.  You can make connections and 
build your business with:	
Parties.  They’re fun People time.  Spa party 	
are just a few! 	
Personal consultations. Some People are more 	
comfortable in a one-on-one setting.  So you can 	
offer them your services on a more personal level.	
Holiday open houses. Oh, what fun it is! As a 	
SALT WAVE CLUB MEMBER.	
Health Consultant, you’ll be a gift resource for 	
your customers.

Online	 !Whether you’re a Digital Person or not so much, 
you’ll have lots of support with the latest 
technology.	
	•	SALT WAVE  Personal Web Site.  Where            

customers can shop with you 24/7.	
	•	Book On Line	            
	•	Facebook	            
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Staying Power	!
SALT WAVE  started the business with a dream 
to inspire everyone. Today, SALT WAVE is the 
No.1 Direct distributor Halotherapy Brand and 
No.1 Direct distributor Health and Personal Care 
Brand. For more than 27 years, the 
SALT WAVE opportunity has helped 
people discover extra income, empowered choices 
and true Health from the inside out.

The Earning Potential	!
First things first: The way you begin earning 
income is by selling products. You can earn up 
to 20% on everything you sell. It’s one of the 
highest income-earning percentages in the 
industry, making a SALT WAVE business a 
great part-time choice or a lucrative full-time 
opportunity.	
20% gross profit calculation based on suggested 
retail prices.	

Superior Products	!
The SALT WAVE philosophy is simple: We will 
deliver on every product, and service promise that 
we make. SALT WAVE conducts many tests to 
ensure that every SALT WAVE product meets the 
highest standards.

Encouraging, Empowering and 
Enriching	!
SALT WAVE as always said, “You’re in 
business for yourself but not by yourself,” and 
that’s still true for SALT WAVE CLUB 
MEMBERS. As an entrepreneur, you will have 
the flexibility to set your schedule and earn 
amazing rewards.  You’ll also have the support 
of your Independent Sales Director and the 

Why SALT WAVE ?	

All the Right Tools	!
SALT WAVE CLUB MEMBERS have tons of 
business-building tools at their fingertips. Thanks 
to your SALT WAVE Personal Web Site that you 
can build yourself, as well as provide amazing 
service to your customers both online and in 
person. In addition, the SALT WAVE  website 
contains exclusive branded print, digital and 
social media tools that you can use to build your 
business.

The Car	
 	
As a top-selling SALT WAVE CLUB MEMBER, 
earning the use of a SALT WAVE Career Car is 
just one of the many ways to be rewarded for all of 
your hard work. 
 
To be eligible for rewards and incentives (including 
travel and the use of a Career Car), qualifiers must 
achieve specified criteria. 
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